SASPAC CRM

SASPAC CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Efficiency, Profitability, Simplicity

CLASS REGISTER
SASPAC has been a trusted name in education management since 1979 and is a leading

developer of school management software. The combination of ongoing research and
development, together with our in-depth understanding of education management
means that you can trust SASPAC to provide you with an effective management system.

SASPAC CRM provides educators with a very powerful tool to manage and perform

tasks in their classroom that otherwise would consume valuable hours of their time.
SASPAC CRM streamlines learner and subject administration and provides the educator
with access to important information allowing them to make the right decisions. A daily
register or even a period register may be taken, subject or general comments can be
entered and parents can be communicated with via e-mail or SMS.

The class register displays learners in alphabetical order
alongside their photo and allows register teachers to:
 Take the daily register simply by clicking on the
learner's name
 Add a general comment
 Add a misdemeanour
 Capture a learner's photo
 Capture all of the learners' photos
 View parents contact details

PERIOD REGISTER
The period register displays learners per subject and
key for the educator and allows the educator to:













FEATURES
Enter marks
Export class list and mark sheets to Excel
Use fingerprints for attendance register
View why a learner: is not in class, will be
late for school, on a tour, left for an
appointment, in hospital
 Various reports





Enter a comment related to the subject
Enter a follow-up for a later reminder
Enter a misdemeanour
Capture a learner's photo
Capture all of the learners' photos
View various details of the learner
View subject comments, follow-ups and misdemeanours
for a learner
Enter homework which provides a history of homework
given for the year
The homework may also be viewed on Saspac Global by
the parents
Enter substitutions
Issue books
View parents contact details

